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Abstract. Supercomputing of the exascale era is going to be inevitably limited by power efficiency. Nowadays different possible variants of CPU architectures are considered. Recently the development of ARM processors has come to the point when their floating point performance can be seriously considered for a range of scientific applications. In this work we present the analysis of the floating point performance of the latest ARM cores and their efficiency for the algorithms of classical molecular dynamics.

1. Introduction
The development of computer hardware of the last decades followed the Moore’s law that the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubled every one and a half or every two years. Nowadays the development of the circuit technology has nearly reached its physical limits and the further increase of performance is not based on the growth of integrated circuits, but on the supercomputers that combine huge numbers of processing elements. It is estimated that supercomputers of the exaflops era are going to consist of millions of computing elements.

Energy efficiency is essential for creation of such systems. Priorities in hardware development are shifted from creating faster computing elements to creating more energy efficient elements that can serve as building blocks for large systems and to creating an appropriate interconnect. A typical example is the development of IBM Blue Gene systems, the first of which was based on a notoriously weak processor with a clock speed of only 700 MHz [1].

GPU accelerators are an important current hardware trend in high performance computing (HPC). Initially this technology was focused on the mass market (video games accelerators). An attractive “price-to-performance” ratio ensured the adaptation of such hardware to HPC.

Another similar trend is a mass use of ARM processors in small-scale computing machinery and especially in smartphones and tablets [2]. Market demands determine the growth of performance of ARM CPUs while maintaining the high level of energy efficiency. In the latest family of ARM processors it became possible to use a special module for floating point calculations that opened a way to HPC related tasks [3]. In this paper, we analyze the performance of several examples of ARM Cortex-A processors family both in the terms of peak and Linpack performance and in a test case of classical molecular dynamics (MD).

Nowadays the MD method has an important place among the high-performance computing applications [4]. For example, the projects connected with classical MD correspond to about
1/5 of the total number of projects and of the allotted computational time in the Innovative and Novel Computational Impact on Theory and Experiment (INCITE) program of the US Department of Energy [1].

Along with the development of theoretical foundations of the MD method [5], there is a rapid growth of the number of its applications in modern multiscale models based on the description of processes at atomistic level in physics, chemistry, biology, materials science and other areas. Examples of new parallel programming approaches for MD appear constantly (e.g. [6]). However the modern record model size of trillions of particles [7] corresponds, for example, to only a few μm³ of metal at normal density. The increase of the maximum MD simulation time is even a more complicated problem [8]. Expanding the limitations of MD methods is inextricably connected with advancement in HPC technology.

The plan of this paper is as follows. The second section describes the hardware and the software used to test the performance of ARM systems. In the third section we consider the Linpack-like performance using the RGbenchMM test and the peak performance of ARM cores. The fourth section brings together the results of a test MD problem for different CPU types, including our results for ARM Cortex-A5 CPU. In the fifth section we compare power consumption of Intel-based and ARM-based systems on the example of an MD test.

2. Hardware and software details

The ARM architecture is a microprocessor architecture with a reduced instructions set (Advanced RISC Machine). This architecture is subdivided into different types of cores. We consider the Cortex-A family and Cortex-A5, Cortex-A9 and Cortex-A15 cores. These names do not defined CPUs types strictly, but they are licensed patterns used by different vendors for (often customized) CPU designs (e.g., Scorpion and Krait cores). All types of cores considered in this work include the floating point module (VFPv3 or VFPv4).

The main results of the work are obtained with ODROID-C1. This is a portable minicomputer made by Hardkernel co. Ltd., which contains a quad core processor Amlogic S805 Cortex-A5 with VFPv4 modules on each core and a graphics accelerator Mali-450 MP2 that we do not use. The processor operates at 1.5 GHz with 1 GB of DDR3 SDRAM. The device has eMMC and microSD slots, 4 USB ports and 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet with a RJ-45 port. Power is connected via a special adapter. The monitor is connected via microHDMI port. We use ODROID-C1 either with Linux Ubuntu 14.05.1 LTS OS (odroid 3.10.67-55 #1 SMP) with the LXDE lightweight graphical environment, or with Android 4.4.2 OS. Several different smartphones running Android OS are used to test the performance of other types of ARM Cortex cores. Analysis of energy consumption of the minicomputer ODROID-C1 is carried out with a digital watt-meter “Smart Power” made by Hardkernel co. Ltd. The previously benchmarks and energy consumption tests are used for the analysis as well.

The tests of the performance of microprocessors have a long history of development [9]. The de facto standard unit for describing the performance in the field of scientific computing and mathematical modeling is the number of floating-point operations per second (flop per second or flops). The measurement of this property is usually associated with the Linpack test. However the ARM architecture was originally focused on integer operations, and the peak performance of ARM cores in terms of flops is not declared by vendors (however, as shown below, it can be estimated by specific tests).

LAMMPS [10] and the Lennard-Jones fluid model are used for CPU performance tests in classical MD algorithms (32K atoms at the density 0.8442 σ⁻³, the potential cut-off radius 2.5 σ that gives about 55 neighbors per atom, 100 time steps with the NVE integration scheme).

The GCC compiler ver. 4.9 is used for the compilation of the LAMMPS under Linux OS. The -mcpu=cortexa5 -mfpu=vfpv4-d16 -mfloat-abi=softfp compiler options are used (performance differences from -mfloat-abi=hard are negligible). The serial compilation without
multithreading is used for the execution on a single Cortex-A5 core.

Table 1. The results of the RGBenchMM test on different devices with ARM processors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARM-core</th>
<th>( R_{max} ), MFlops/core</th>
<th>Flop/cycle</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A5</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>ODROID-C1 (this work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A8</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>[11] (Google Nexus S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A9</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Google Nexus 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A9</td>
<td>460, 614</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S II X, Note II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A9</td>
<td>352 - 655</td>
<td>0.2 - 0.4</td>
<td>[11] (8 devices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpion</td>
<td>575, 588</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S Plus, S II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpion</td>
<td>446 - 772</td>
<td>0.4 - 0.5</td>
<td>[11] (4 devices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krait</td>
<td>613 - 896</td>
<td>0.4 - 0.5</td>
<td>[11] (14 devices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krait 400</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Sony Xperia Z2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krait 400</td>
<td>1038 - 1197</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[11] (11 devices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A15</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Samsung Nexus 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A15</td>
<td>1164 - 1502</td>
<td>0.6 - 0.7</td>
<td>[11] (4 devices)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Estimation of peak performance for ARM cores

Unlike Intel, AMD and IBM, the developers and vendors of ARM processors do not publish the information about the peak performance in flops. According to recent studies [12] it takes 1-2 cycles for the Cortex-A9 core to perform one flop, while Cortex-A15 cores can make in 1 cycle all operations including fused multiply-add or fused multiply-accumulate (FMA) operations.

The RGBenchMM test application [13], based on the implementation of the DGEMM-type procedures with the possibility of parallelizing into 2 or 4 threads is available for Android OS. This application was written in C++ in the Android NDK and is devoid of the understated performance inherent to Java programs running Android OS. In particular, the executable code uses special FMA instructions in the key operations [14]. The data on the absolute performance of \( R_{max} \) in MFlops at a single core and on the relative performance in flop units per one processor cycle is presented in the table 1 (with respect to the CPU clock frequency).

The table shows that, unlike the data mentioned above [12] obtained for peak performance \( R_{peak} \) in specialized tests, the RGBenchMM test performance \( R_{max} \) of Cortex-A9 and Cortex-A15 cores is about half lower than \( R_{peak} \). This is due to the fact that about one half of the cycles in the RGBenchMM test is used for data transfers. We see that these effects are even more pronounced for “weaker” cores like Cortex-A5 and A8. Based on these data, it seems reasonable to assume that the peak performance of the Cortex-A5 core equals 2-3 cycles per flop (taking into account the FMA operations) or 4-6 cycles per flop (excluding FMA).

4. Comparison of CPU cores using the LAMMPS MD test

From the perspective of HPC hardware end-users processors differ in peak performance \( R_{peak} \) measured in flops. Broadly speaking, the consumer expects a time-to-solution to be inversely proportional to \( R_{peak} \):

\[
t \approx \frac{1}{R_{peak}}.
\]  

In parallel computing the possibility of decreasing the calculation time is limited by many factors (algorithm parallelization, communication etc.) However, even for a sequential algorithm the
Figure 1. The comparison of LAMMPS performance for the Lennard-Jones liquid model on different CPUs.

Figure 2. The ODROID-C1 power consumption when running 4 copies of LAMMPS with 4 identical MD tasks.

relation (1) may not hold for a particular task and different CPU types because of different data transfer rates and other factors (cache, compiler, operating system) as well as the use of a special kind of operations like FMA that make the peak performance value “task specific” [4].

A reasonable “common denominator” is needed for the comparison of different types of CPUs (as well as heterogeneous computing elements). This role can be naturally played by the total peak performance $R_{\text{peak}}$ [4]. Figure 1 shows the times for 1 MD time step per 1 atom of the Lennard-Jones fluid model.

The benchmark results for one core (black circles) from the LAMMPS website [10] are shown for the Intel Pentium II Over-Drive 333 MHz, DEC Alpha 500 MHz, PowerPC 440 700 MHz, Power4 1.3 GHz and Intel Xeon 3.47 GHz processors. In this case, the calculation time is determined by the structure of the microprocessor core and the ability of the compiler to create an efficient executable code. All the points (except for a square) correspond to the same LAMMPS code written in C++, but to different compilers. The results for the Intel and DEC processors are in a good agreement (1). If we scale the peak performance of IBM Power CPUs to exclude the FMA operations that are not used in the classical MD algorithm then the IBM Power points move to the common dependence $6.84 \cdot 10^3 \text{Flop}/R_{\text{peak}}$ pretty well (the solid line at figure 1).

The results of the tests [4] made on the supercomputer “Lomonosov” of the Lomonosov Moscow State University without vectorization of the code (a purple circle) and on the supercomputer MVS-10P of JSCC RAS without (an orange circle) and with (an orange square) vectorization of the code are presented. In this case LAMMPS is compiled by Intel C++ compiler with manual vectorization, which is oriented at the Intel Xeon architecture (the USER-INTEL module in LAMMPS). This kind of code optimization results in acceleration of calculations in 2 times corresponding to $3.36 \cdot 10^3 \text{Flop}/R_{\text{peak}}$ (the dotted line in figure 1).

As mentioned above the ARM Cortex-A5 $R_{\text{peak}}$ value is not declared by the manufacturer. Rectangles at figure 1 show the results of the LAMMPS test with one Cortex-A5 core. Two rectangles illustrate the uncertainty of its peak performance (either corrected for FMA operations or not), and the uncertainty of time values (the 4-core Amlogic S805 CPU with 1 copy of
LAMMPS running gives 5.95 $\mu$s/atom/step and 7.8 $\mu$s/atom/step with 4 copies.

It is evident that the Cortex-A5 architecture together with the compiler provides a highly efficient use of hardware resources for floating-point operations. The calculation time values at the given peak performance follow the same trend as Intel Xeon CPUs with manual vectorization (the USER-INTEL module in LAMMPS). However, in the case of Cortex-A5 no manual tuning of the LAMMPS code is required!

The value of the Cortex-A15 peak performance is known better [12]. An estimate of the calculation time for the LAMMPS test considered and a system similar to Samsung Nexus 10 can be performed by rescaling the results for ODROID-C1 using the $R_{\text{max}}$ from table 1. The figure 1 shows that we can expect a slightly higher performance for Cortex-A15 in comparison with IBM Power4.

Table 2. The energy consumption in the Lennard-Jones liquid test calculations (for 1 atom and 1 MD integration step) at the full load of 4 cores of a server/minicomputer. The benchmark data for Intel Xeon servers are used (for Ivy Bridge and Haswell).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Power, W</th>
<th>Time per atom per step, $\mu$s</th>
<th>Energy per atom per step, $\mu$J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ivy Bridge Server</td>
<td>316 [15]</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy Bridge Server</td>
<td>451.8 [16]</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haswell Server</td>
<td>462.9 [16]</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODROID-C1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent of Samsung Nexus 10</td>
<td>$\sim 8$ [17]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Comparison of energy efficiency

Comparison of different computer systems by energy efficiency is a significant challenge. Usually the power consumption of a processor itself is under consideration. It seems to be more reasonable to consider a power consumption of an entire system (a server, a minicomputer, a smartphone). In this work we compare the energy consumption of several servers under conditions on the full CPU load by the Lennard-Jones liquid MD test.

Figure 2 displays power consumption changes during sequential executions of 4 independent MD test calculations. Results show that the ODROID-C1 power consumption at the full load can be estimated as 2.4 W (subtracting the power consumed by microHDMI and USB ports).

According to the data of Abdurachmanov et al. [17] it is possible to determine the power consumption at the full load of the ODROID XU+E minicomputer based on four Cortex-A15 cores (and probably overestimated due to the presence of idle Cortex-A7 cores on the same CPU chip). At the same time there are the data on the energy consumption of the servers based on Intel Xeon processors with the Ivy Bridge and Haswell architectures [15, 16]. It allows us to estimate the amount of energy required to calculate 1 MD step for 1 atom for the MD test considered (table 2). The calculation times are estimated using a universal dependence (figure 1) of the peak performance without consideration of FMA operations (128 GFlops for E5-2650 v2, 240 GFlops for E5-2690 v2 and 249.6 GFlops for E5-2690 v3). The calculation time for ODROID-C1 with the use of all 4 cores is 7 $\mu$s (in correspondence to figure 1). Table 2 shows an estimate for a system with a quad-core Cortex-A15 processor as well.

We see that the calculations of MD tests on systems with ARM Cortex-A processors require approximately 5 times less energy than the calculations on the latest models of Intel processors.
6. Conclusions
We have analyzed the results of the RGBenchMM test (similar to Linpack) for a variety of systems based on ARM Cortex-A CPUs including smartphones and the minicomputer ODROID-C1. Floating point peak performance of Cortex-A5 cores in ODROID-C1 has been estimated.

We have compiled the LAMMPS for ODROID-C1 and performed classical MD benchmarks. We have used the metric “calculation time vs. peak performance”. By comparison with other CPUs we have shown the efficient use of floating point hardware capabilities of the Cortex-A architecture in combination with the GCC 4.9 compiler. The Cortex-A5 architecture provides 2 times faster calculations with LAMMPS than others CPU architectures at the same level of peak performance and without the need for manual tuning of the code.

The power consumption of ODROID-C1 has been measured. ARM Cortex-A cores have been found to be 3-5 times more energy efficient for the MD benchmark considered than Intel Xeon Ivy Bridge and Haswell cores.
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